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Shop window that reflects success

'A RESOUNDING SUCCESS' is how
chairman John Sainsbury described JS's
performance over the last year as a
result of the annual results published on
May 7.
In the year 1979/80 JS has boosted
pre-tax profits by no less than 41 per
cent to a record £46,030,000, and profit
margins went up to 3.7p on every £1 of
sales compared to 3.16p a year ago. This
compares with a 10 year average of 3.3p.
Turnover rose 21.8 per cent to £1.2
billion, about a fifth of which came
directly as a result of Monday opening.
There has also been exceptional growth
in the perishable food departments and
the new departments in larger branches
have made encouraging progress in sales
and profitability—particularly the instore bakeries, textiles, health and
beauty and hardware departments.
This increase in sales was considerably
higher than expected and shows a
volume growth of over 10 per cent. Only
in 1978/9, the first full year of discount
trading, has the company achieved a
higher annual increase in existing
supermarkets.
JS also lived up to its competition
particularly that of ASDA in the
North—last year the two busiest
Sainsbury's
supermarkets
in
the
country, were in Doncaster and Derby.
According to AGB research figures JS
now commands 12 per cent of the
grocery business in every area in which it
trades and according to Government
figures JS's market share has increased

from 8.4 per cent to 9.4 per cent.
Over the year the earnings per JS
share improved in real terms by 14^ per
cent and a very auspicious start was
made to the profit sharing scheme with
£2.2 million being distributed in the
form of cash or shares between the
17,000 eligible staff. And as a result of
the figures, within 10 minutes of their
publication, JS shares shot ahead 19p to
£3.23.
Said Sir John: 'Over the last two years
the company has shown the biggest ever
percentage increase in volume growth. It
has been achieved by the hard work, of
all JS staff and because, more then ever,
we have given our customers better

value in relation to our competitors.
This has only been possible because we
have increased our efficiency and our
productivity. We have every right to be
proud.'
Publication of the results set in
motion an impressive programme
to relay the figures to everyone working at
JS. At the same time as details reached the
news-stands, they were posted on the
numerous notice boards throughout the
company and quickly followed by meetings at individual locations, which were
backed up by an end of year booklet and
an audio visual programme both entitled
Shop Window On The Year.

Results at a glance
Sales
Retail profit
Net margin
Plus profit from associate companies
Profit before tax and profit sharing
L e s s Employee profit sharing
Tax
Profit after tax and profit sharing
Plus extraordinary item*
Less dividends to shareholders
Profit retained for reinvestment
* Arises as a result of property transactions

1979
£ millions
1,007.07
31.84
3.16%
0.82
32.66
6.25
26.41

—
3.87
22.54

1980
£ millions % increase
1,226.59
21.8%
45.38
42.5%
3.70%
0.65
(21.1%)
46.03
41.0%
2.21
8.75
40.0%
35.07
32.8%
4.36
8.57
121.5%
30.86
36.9%
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By the buy
A CHANGE in SavaCentre's buying
procedures was announced last month.
JS is taking over buying control of food
for this JS/British Home Stores joint
hypermarket venture to build on its
previous success. From the end of May
the function of buying, range selection
and promotions will be handled
centrally at Blackfriars.
Tom Vyner, director of buying, explained: This fundamental change has
been necessitated by the increasingly
competitive nature of High Street
trading and the desire that food should
be co-ordinated and run to the same
disciplines as JS. The responsibility for
buying will be absorbed by the relevant
Sainsbury's departments and will greatly
enhance our buying power. SavaCentres
will carry the JS super category one
range plus required regional variations
and lines conducive to hypermarket
trading.'

THE FIRST PHASE of JS's new
supermarket development at Brighton
Hill, Basingstoke, celebrated its opening
day just as the Journal went to press on
May 13.
The sales area of 13,864 square feet
(1,358 square metres) will be increased
later this year when 'phase two' opens to
provide additional shopping facilities.
Building work had already begun on the
site at Brighton Hill Parade when it was
decided to try to get permission to build

a bigger store. Permission was granted
and work began on the 'extension' or
'phase two' at the end of last year.
The
first
JS
supermarket
in
Basingstoke opened in the town centre
at Queen Anne's Walk in 1968 and
continues to trade there.
The manager of Brighton Hill is Ian
Elkins who has been deputy manager at
Lordshill and Bitterne.
A full report of the opening will
appear in the June issue.

Fresh foods and pastures new
THE NEW ROLE of fresh foods marketing manager has been taken up by
Mike Conolly, previously advertising
manager.
Mike graduated from Cambridge
University with a languages degree and
came to JS as a trainee buyer in the
grocery division. Two years later in 1970
he was appointed John Sainsbury's (now
Sir John) personal assistant.
In 1972 Mike joined the public relations department and transferred to
the advertising department in the
Autumn of the following year. There he
under-studied the head of that department, Jim Woods, and in 1975 became
advertising manager.
Mike's new job is one that has developed from Mike Samuel's increasing
responsibilities. Mike Samuel is now
going to be able to concentrate on grocery division marketing while Mike

Mike Conolly.

Conolly will develop fresh foods, offlicence and textiles marketing.
Peter Mackey has been appointed advertising manager at JS.
Born and bred in Bebbington in the
Wirral, Peter's qualifications include a
National Diploma in Design at the
Liverpool College of Art.
He left his home country in 1967 to
pursue a career in retail advertising in
South Africa. He was employed by a
number of firms first as an employee and
then as freelance consultant. Peter joined Checkers, the largest supermarket
chain in Africa, and became general
manager of advertising sales and
promotions 1976.
In November 1979 he returned to
Britain and applied to the major supermarket firms for a position. Incidentally,
JS was the first firm to reply to his
enquiry!

Peter Mackey.

Good year for business partners
IT'S GOOD NEWS WEEK for at
about the same time as details of JS's
bumper trading year were released, there
came the news that two of the
company's business partners also
announced higher profits.
BHS, joint owners with JS of SavaCentre, showed a pretax profit during
1979 of £41.38m against £33.58m previously, a rise of 24.6 per cent. Sales for
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the year totalled £401.26m (including
VAT) an increase of 23.8 percent on 1978.
Sales were split between: merchandise,
£313.93m (247.19m); food £63.46m
(58.85m); and restaurant £22.86m
(18.16m). The food sales figure reflects
that this department was closed in 25
stores in the previous year. On a
comparative basis food sales rose 19 per
cent (7.8 per cent actual).

JS's DIY partner, GB Inno-BM,
the Belgian group, have announced
higher profits and an increased dividend.
After a lower charge for depreciation,
net profits for 1979 are a tenth higher at
BFr 790 and the dividend is going up
from BFr 277 to BFr 305 a share.
GB is a leading retailer in Belgium
with 37 department stores, 146
supermarkets and 57 hypermarkets.

Health and
beauty
go it alone
HEALTH AND BEAUTY buying has
now developed into a new separate department. The last few years have seen
the rapid growth of the toiletries trade—
172 JS branches now stock health and
beauty and a wide range of own-label
lines have been successfully established.
Brian Horley has transferred from
grocery 2 to head health and beauty,
and Martin Sargeant has been appointed deputy head.
Andrew Mitcham, who played a key
role in the establishment of the health
and beauty section, has been appointed
head of grocery 2.

Big deal
clinched

Andrew Mitcham (left) and Brian Horley take up new roles.
'LOCAL HISTORY in the making' was
the comment made by councellor
Richard Kirby when he received a
substantial cheque from JS director of
property and development Gurth Hoyer
Millar.
The exchange clinched a multi-million
pound deal with Tonbridge and Mailing
Council for the joint Sainsbury-Bentall

development of the Angel site in
Tonbridge.
The scheme provides for a large store
of some 85,000 sq ft of which 40,000 sq
ft will be used by JS. Sainsbury's will
also be building a community and sports
centre alongside the store, JS petrol
filling station and parking space will be
provided for 550 cars.

Cllr. Richard Kirby signs the Angel deal for Tonbridge and Mailing Council, watched by (left to right) Ronald McKillop and
Grenville Peacock (both of Bentalls), Bill Stanford, council chief executive, and Gurth Hoyer-Millar.
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ROMPING HOME easily in the popularity stakes are the new developments
in the textiles department's babywear
section.
Additions to the attractive range that
has been built up from the first pilot
schemes 18 months ago, include sleepsuits and rompers. They join the already
established and successful lines all displayed in clearly labelled transparent
packs adjacent to the baby requisites in
15 branches.
Various carefully chosen designs cater
for children from birth to 18 months old
and are in unisex colour schemes—'so
that they will be popular with even more
people and we can therefore sell even
more!' explains Nicky Powell, babywear
buyer. 'We have pioneered fashion colours for babywear in this country and
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collect design ideas too from the
Continent before we have the new lines
made up to our specifications in cotton
or terry towelling.'
Traditional colours are still chosen by
many shoppers but the soft grey and
peach shades, for example, can be chosen by the parents of either sex. All the
garments are British made and the range
is unique to JS.
Cotton sleepsuits for the newborn
have proved particularly popular and
the new rompers (which have short sleeves) are predicted to become this
summer's winning idea to join the bright
and breezy pant-and-top set. Those seperates have been found to be handy
beachwear and are, like the majority of
the range, made from easycare stretch
terry towelling.

Above: Our model baby likes his
stripey sleepsuit. which is modestly
priced at £2.95.
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Above: Posing expertly our model
shows off another of his JS sleepsuits
(£2.95). Below: He looks far from
sleepy as he romps in smart pants and
top set (pants 49p. top 89p) with
matching socks (55p).

<
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A logical extension
EXTENDING ITS LEAD again into
the own-label electrical accessory
market, JS has now introduced handy 13
amp and 5 amp extension leads coiled
and thus compact and ideal for any
household.
Both leads extend to 16 feet (five
metres). The 5 amp is suitable for
electrical appliances up to 1,200
watts/240 volts such as televisions,
refrigerators and vacuum cleaners, and
is priced at £3.95.
The 13 amp lead is suitable for electrical appliances up to 3,000 watts/240
volts such as kettles, deep freezers and
spin dryers, and is priced at £4.95.
These extension leads are part of the
still expanding own-label range which
now almost covers the most popular
high
volume
lines in
electrical
accessories and offer JS shoppers
considerable savings.
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Stationery moves on
A CORPORATE IMAGE now links
over two dozen JS own-label stationery
accessories.
A new card design has been developed to standardise this range for
peg board display in all branches that

stock stationery. Prices are competitive
and the new lines are likely to be
attractive as small gifts as well as just for
household use.
The range could be the saviour of
both children and parents: rulers,

quality erasers, pencils and sharpeners
are some of the items suitable for school
work, while the parents of growing
families are likely to be just as interested
in the very reasonably priced telephone
lock at 49 pence!

A selection from the new JS own-label stationery range. Particularly good value is the desk set at 79p.
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Meanwhile up on the roof.

Off to Peru!
PARDON ME BOY is that the
Cusichaca choo-choo? Not as an unusual a question as you might think—
especially for graphic designer at Blackfriars Sarah Drew. This month sees her
off to Peru until September as one of the
photographers on an archeological
project.
The Cusichaca project is being carried
out over a period of five years with the
official agreement and co-operation of
the National Institute of Culture in
Peru.
There are two main objectives: the
first to make an intensive study of the
Inca and pre-Inca occupation of the valley; the second, to evaluate the possibilities of rehabilitating the land once so
productive in pre-Hispanic times.
'My brother has been out there for the
last two years,' said Sarah. 'He's sent
back loads of slides and his reports of
the project were very interesting. It was
him that suggested I should try and get
involved with it.

HAPPY LANDINGS were made recently at Oldbury SavaCentre—by the
air handling units that is.
The units, to provide heating by
means of gas, and air conditioning in the
summer, were lifted by a British Airways

Dough raising
Raises dough
THE HURLINGHAM CLUB was the
venue for a cookery demonstration on
March 20 to raise money for the Parsons
Green Friends of the Imperial Cancer
Research fund.
Two hundred people paid £2 to see
cookery editor of the Sunday Telegraph
Marika Hanbury Tenison show off the
versatility of the Magimix food processor, one of which was the first prize in
the raffle.
The food used in the demonstration
was donated by JS and altogether £1,000
was raised in a very successful morning.
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helicopter to their position on the roof
of the building on Saturday March 15.
The lift was held between 10.30 and
2.00 pm and special arrangements had
to be made with the air authorities as the
site is close to Birmingham airport.

'I haven't got a lot of archaeological
experience, but I've done quite a lot of
photography— so I managed to get an
interview. They would't take me on a
site photographer because of my lack of
experience, but they did as an assistant.
Then afterwards they gave me the job of
doing all the advertising photography—
taking pictures of sponsors' products in
use on the dig and that sort of thing.
'It's certainly an opportunity not to be
missed—I'll never get the chance again,
so I'm going while I can!'

Meeting before lunch the nine Miss JS finalists outside Buckingham Palace. Left to right: Debbie Young, Yvonne Walker,
Cheryt Edwards, Anna Gray, Dawn Harper, Tina Canon, Debbie Mooring, Lisa Head and Elaine Swan
*WE WERE TREATED like queens —
bad a wonderful time, fantastic', were
the words used by Miss JS Dawn
Harper to describe her and her eight
: fellow finalists feelings.
The event was the all-star lunch held
by the Variety Club of Great Britain and
the Outward Bound Trust at the Great
Room, Grosvenor House in Park Lane
on April !6. for those who participated
in the national sponsored walk.
Guest of honour was HRH the Prince
Philip. Duke of Edinburgh KC and
other famous faces included Patti
Boulaye, Frank Carson, Les Dawson.
;Yootha Joyce, Brian Murphy, Dave Lee

|

On arrival the girls, chaperoned by
SSA functions organiser Bill Allen,
bumped into two unlikely milkmen in
the shapes of Les Dawson and
Gareth Hunt.
Iiavis and many others. Although,
much to the disappointment ol Amu
Gray, members of Crystal Palace
football team wore unable to attend dinto then training schedules!
All SSA section-, sponsored the girls
to attend the luncheon, which was
expected to raise in excess o\' £20.000.
After a sumptions meal the girls were
given the opporiuiun to autograph hunt
and mix with the stars. Said Debbie
Moorthg:«'lCwas so much more than 1
expected and the stars were totally
different
they just chatted away quite
normally!'
Jimmy Hill was interested to meet
Miss 4$J3awn Harper because: 'My
^Mgpbf other used to work for
Sainsbury's — I've checked them out
and they're a great company1

LAST YEAR the chairman accepted an invitation
from Agriculture Minister Peter Walker to join a team
of five advisors to investigate the problems of
marketing UK agricultural and horticultural
products. In this role he recently spoke on the need
for positive marketing in British agriculture at
Hertford College, Oxford, as guest speaker at the
Plunkett Foundation's fifth co-operative seminar.
Having completed six months as an
advisor the chairman commented on his
role and Peter Walker's setting of apriority on the need to improve British
marketing in order to make the UK
better able to resist the efforts that are,
or are very likely to be made by other
EEC countries to take a larger share of
this market.
He said: 'Obviously the marketing
advisors are not there to produce magic
formulas or easy answers that will
transform the marketing picture, but
certainly the problems of agricultural
marketing are more easily assisted by
harnessing the ideas of individuals than
by the plan of the previous government
of creating a large committee. So far it
has been noticeable how despite our
different backgrounds our advice has
been similar and whether or not he has
always agreed, Peter Walker has been a
good listener.'
The chairman spoke more on the
British situation: 'From the national
point of view I am wholly committed to
the importance of improving the

marketability of our domestic food
supplies. Not only must we resist any
greater penetration of this market from
other members of the community, but
continue the post war trend which has
seen home production rise from 60 per
cent of our food requirements that we
can produce today's figure of 70 per cent.
'But it must be said that this will not
be easy and agriculture and the food
industry will have to work hard if we are
going to avoid the 70 per cent declining
rather than increasing.
'It is not enough to support the
general intention of obtaining more
food from our own resources in today's
world. It is necessary to have the
competitive strength in terms of quality,
the ability to fulfil the changing needs of
the market as well as adequate supplies
if we are to increase the proportion of
food consumed in this country that is
home produced.
'Whilst in this country the marketing
of agricultural products has been
relatively neglected, the opposite is true
of our overseas suppliers. It is that

which I believe makes us more
vulnerable to foreign competition today
than at any time since the war. This is
ironic as it is despite British agriculture's
most impressive record of improving
productivity, double that achieved by
the rest of the economy, and its record
of making use of new scientific and
technological developments.
'In the next decade those European
countries without oil resources will do
all they can to offset that disadvantage
by what has already been called the
'green oil response' - food is, after all, a
need even more basic than energy. To
encourage this there is support being

Computer
conference
JS HOSTED an important international
event at the end of March. Major
supermarkets of the world were
represented at the 23rd Plenary meeting of the Comite International des
Enterprises
a
Succursales
(the
International Association of Chain
Stores) in London.
Lord Alan Sainsbury is a past
chairman of the CIES, is still a member
of the board, and JS became-associated
with the data processing section five
years ago. Company systems manager,
John Blake, and manager of data
processing, Peter Smith, are members of
the EDP committee.
Meetings are held twice each year and
programmes are arranged to include
visits to host companies in order to
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International delegates from the CE1S conference enjoy a guided tour ofJS's computer
room at Blackfriars.

rmers how to grow
given to producers in some countries
that is not available to either the
producer or the processor in Britain. I
refer to special low interest loans and
other forms of subsidy which are very
often hidden.
'Whilst we progressed so significantly
in improving husbandry and agricultural
production, we did little to inject greater
understanding of the consumer and
greater marketing knowhow in key
sectors of food, agriculture and
horticulture.
'Over the years overseas suppliers
who depended on selling food to this
market have related closely to the
changing needs of the housewife and
have developed an effective control over
the quality and grading of their
products.'
The chairman, without going into the
marketing
details
of
specific
commodities, then made three general
points which he felt to have application
to agricultural marketing generally.
'Firstly there is a need for incentive—
why should the producer take the
trouble to grow for quality, that extra
trouble, that extra risk, and that extra
skill if an attractive profit can still be
made by simply producing for quantity?
'Secondly, the need for flexibility and
speed of response. It is necessary for the
retailer to be constantly striving to
respond to the customers changing
needs and tastes, then so must those
who supply the retailer. There is no
argument for slow moving bureaucratic
institutions nor does it put much
advantage on the economies of scale.
What it does show is the premium for

study their individual methods of
operation. For example, last year's
meeting in Paris was devoted to the
point of sale.
JS was proud to be suggested as host
on this occasion and have the
opportunity
to explain to such
important visitors various aspects of
company operations both in theory and
during visits to Broadfield branch,
Hempstead
SavaCentre
and
the
computer centre at Blackfriars.
To begin the two-day conference an
overall view of the company was given
by Peter Smith who explained to the
delegates — and their interpreters —
JS's origins, methods of trading and the
scope of DP operations.
Later, Dick Brown, technical services
and operations manager, took up the
subject of branch ordering systems; Ron
Bellingham and Roger Darby spoke
about data base; Dave Anderson and
Stewart Senior explained the concept of
disco (the new depot mini-base stock
control system); and Steve Burgess
spoke about the direct accounting
system to conclude a successful exercise
for JS.

intelligence, anticipation, innovation,
the virtues that are so often found a
successful small business rather than
slow moving large ones.
'Organisations concerned with the
marketing
of
agricultural
and
horticultural products must be so
established that they must be able to
create an innovative environment
capable of a willing response to the
needs of the customer.
'The third point can best be covered
by the word discipline, a characteristic
in marketing that is often the strength of
the exporter to this market. It is
obviously easier for any producer to
accept strict controls over grading and
specifications when exporting to a
foreign market rather than supplying a
home market.
'Acceptance of strict disciplines can be
a painful process to the producer in the
short term, but in the long term the
producer gains a greater hold on the
market and a greater return for himself
compared with the producers of
competing countries. For it is a simple
marketing maxim that the closer the
needs of the customer are matched the
greater the hold on the market the
supplier enjoys.
'It is, I regret, all too often that the
response in some agricultural quarters to
the call for improved marketing is to
spend large sums of money on
advertising. But generic advertising is no
substitute for getting the product more
suitable for the market—that must be
the basis for good marketing.'
The
chairman
concluded
by
commenting on the value of co-

operative endeavour: 'It does not need
me to tell an audience as well qualified
as this that well managed co-operatives
are ideally placed to carry out a
marketing role such as I have described
with the characteristics that I have
identified as vital to good marketing.
'There is no shortage of examples of
first-class marketing by co-operative
organisations; some here and many on
the Continent who do instill disciplines
amongst their members, who do move
fast to respond to their customers' needs
and, especially on the Continent, do
work on greater penalties as well as
greater rewards as part of the system of
winning the largest possible share of the
market.
'To end as I began—what we are
about is for the nation's good, a larger,
stronger agriculture and food industry
gaining a greater share of the British
market by its excellence, in every
respect,
over
its
Continental
competitors.'
The Plunkett Foundation for Cooperative studies was established as an
independent charitable trust in 1919 by
Sir Horace Curzon Plunkett, the Irish
pioneer of agricultural co-operation.
For over 60 years the foundation has
promoted the study and development
of this concept throughout the world,
and since its inception has had an
active programme for
UK cooperatives and possesses close links m
with the Federation of Agricultural 1
Co-operatives (UK) Limited.

DP operations standards and training co-ordinator Doug Scott (thirdfrom right)
discusses the Blackfriars end of the depot terminal system.
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Press breakfast at JS
THE PRESS WERE IMPRESSED
when they were introduced by J S to its
wide range of quality breakfast foods at
a special reception on April 8.
New ideas mixed with the traditional
as journalists were invited to sample a
very wide range of ideal 'starts to the
day' as simple as fruit juice or yogurt
and as aromatic as croissants or a full
cooked meal.
During
this
successful
and
informative conference it was explained
how JS has monitored and kept up to
date with all the breakfast dietary
fashions of recent decades, and changes
in our life-styles that have been reflected
in our eating habits. The increase in the
popularity of fruit juice alone has been
remarkable — sales have more than
Appetising displays (below)
encourage journalists to
sample JS breakfast products
(right).

doubled in two years — as a light
breakfast has taken precedence over
what has been commonly accepted as
our national bacon and egg meal.
Press enquiries were received from
newspapers, magazines, local radio
stations and Southern TV. The news
magazine programme, 'Day by day',
introduced by Cliff Michelmore, heard
that the traditional breakfast is on the
decline and invited JS to comment. Jan
Shawe, deputy manager of the public
relations department, went along to
discuss changes that have occured in our
food requirements and suggested some
unusual, quick and nutritious recipes
using Sainsbury's products.
Research shows that only 18 per cent
of the population now eat a cooked

breakfast compared with some 50 per
cent 20 years ago. Cereal consumption
has increased immensely since the 1950s
and 25 per cent begin their day with
bread, toast or a roll. That leaves 20 per
cent who do not eat breakfast at all.
One of every two wives now has a job
outside the home and therefore has less
time to prepare meals and clear up after
them. Those who are concerned about
calorie or cholesterol levels also restrict
themselves on cooked meals, and fewer
people have manual jobs so energy
requirements are lower too. However,
nutritionists still stress the importance of
breakfasts and as the nation's leading
quality food retailer JS provides a wide
variety of breakfast foods to suit all
tastes, lifestyles and diets.
Below: JS home economist
Valerie Johnson cooks up some
speciality meat lines.

Pennies spent
at JS
save £££s
JS IS BEST in many ways, but did you
know that just one of those special
assets is good value toilet paper?
Roll for roll and sheet by sheet
Actionwoman in Woman magazine hunted out and tested own-label and proprietary names to compare them for
size, number of sheets, cost and
softness!
When it name to the turn of Albor the
testers were initially critical, 'Spanishmade Albor raised our suspicions from
the start. With a cardboard inner tube
wider than any other, we thought the
company must have something to
hide—their rolls might feel plumper but
would there be fewer sheets than the
stated 248, perhaps? Not a bit. In fact
Albor added up to an average 252
sheets— and at just 13^p a pack worked
out better value than any other 240 sheet
make we found.'
As their final conclusion they said,
'Sheet for sheet, best value turned out to
be Albor, sold through Sainsbury's
stores, and runner up, Sainsbury's own
label.'

JS man for president
LEN PAYNE, the director responsible
for JS's distribution division, has been
elected president of the Freight
Transport Association.
The association represents all major
industrial, commercial and retail users
of transport in the United Kingdom and
has 17,000 members. It is the primary

body in the transport field for carrying
on negotiations with the government
and the EEC commission on all matters
appertaining to transport legislation.
Also it represents transport users in
negotiations with the providers of
transport, such as British Rail and
British Airways.

Woking's sparkling success
PROSPECTING FOR DIAMONDS is
not, as far as we know, on the supermarket assistant training programme,
but the girls at Woking branch recently
found a diamond without any trouble at
all.
When a customer lost a diamond
engagement ring on the shopfloor,
the branch staff in the area at the

Egg sell
SPILLERS IS TO buy the 40 per cent
share-holding in the company Sainsbury
Spillers owned by JS.
The move was announced on April 11
in a joint statement and Sainsbury
Spillers, which claims a 5 per cent share
of the UK egg and poultry market, will
continue to supply JS with these
products.

Don't forget
last copy date
for the next
issue is June 9

time immediately went to her aid. After
calming the customer down, who was
naturally very distraught over the loss,
they began their search. Even though it
was a very busy late night trading the
diamond was quickly found.
The customer and her husband were
so pleased with the kindness and understanding they had received from staff

they wrote to the manager. In the letter
said the husband: '. . . my wife felt as
though the world had come to and
end . . . but she had the good fortune to
be in Sainsbury's at the time. Had she
been shopping elsewhere I am sure I
would have been telling this story to an
insurance company. Thank you very
much girls for your efforts.'

Insurance premiums
cost less at Sainsbury's
DID YOU KNOW that if yon work at JS you can obtain
discounts off insurance premiums under two staff insurance
schemes operated by the company.
The first scheme is run by the Royal Insurance Group who
have branches throughout the country. Their scheme
applies to all classes of insurance and the facilities
available at any branch of the Royal.
The other scheme is operated by the company's motor
insurers, Paladin Motor Policies at Lloyd's. The scheme
only applies to motor insurance but it offers an
attractive 20% discount.
If you are interested and require further details you
should contact Sue Rosse in the insurance department
at Blackfriars on extension 6259.
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La crgme
dela
trifles
JANUARY
29
SAW
the
first
appearance in 121 Sainsbury stores of
JS's own-label fresh cream trifles with
raspberries.
Reported the Journal 'if your culinary
reputation hangs on the excellence of
your trifle, it could be that you are about
to lose it', a prediction that would
appear to be coming true. Despite its
launch in the middle of winter, a poor
season for this type of dessert, when
people are usually tucking into suet
puddings and pies, weekly production
has already had to be increased by
almost 25 per cent.
The trifle is produced for JS by St.
Ivel Limited, at Chichester Dairies,
along with an orange dessert and a
strawberry dessert. The company's
original factory was built on a 2 | acre
site in Chichester in 1948 to pasteurize
and bottle milk for distribution on their
milk rounds and by wholesale customers. But by 1972 these operations
had been terminated and in their place
the company had installed plants to
produce cream, yogurt, cottage cheese,
skim milk concentrate and chilled
desserts. Currently plans are underway
for further expansion.

To give an idea of the scale of
production at the dairy, something in
excess of 4.5 million gallons of milk have
to be delivered each month, and 166
full-time staff are employed. The dairy
also has its own laboratory responsible
for the testing of incoming ingredients,
raw materials and milk, together with
the required testing schedules throughout the processes, and all finished
products up to the time of despatch.
There is as well a small laboratory
attached to the yogurt department
specifically for the control of the yogurt
manufacturing processes. A workshop is
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Firstly the raspberries are placed manually three to a pot

. followed by the jelly.

also run to meet all routine maintenance
requirements and employees have sent
as far afield as France and Germany for
training on specific machinery.
With a product like the fresh cream
trifle it generally takes about six months
to get from the concept stage to
production. The company has a
development team of four based in
Melksham, two of whom usually
concentrate on JS products. This team
liaises with the own-label marketing
department in Trowbridge and regular
four monthly reviews of products are
held.
The JS buyer will visit Trowbridge
and ideas will be put forward by both
parties. But at this stage, with 30 or 40
products under review, perhaps 90 per
cent will be rejected.
When the concept has been agreed
upon, production feasibility studies have
to be carried out and if any problems
come to light, the recipe may have to be
adapted. At the same time design
briefs for artwork will be issued at
Sainsbury's. Finally the shelf-life has to
be established.

A shot of solid C02 is followed by the sponge, again placed by hand.

Scottish raspberries
Moving now to the actual production
of the trifle, all the ingredients, with the
exception of the sponges and the
raspberries, are made at the dairy. The
fruit is grown in Scotland and stocks of
up to 10 tons are held in the deep freeze.
The production line itself is 30 ft long
and manned by 14 people covering eight
different functions, so the operation has
to be well co-ordinated. The machine
fills at the rate of 100 pots per minute.
Firstly, the pots are dispensed and the
raspberries, three to a pot, are placed
manually. The jelly, at a temperature of
40 degrees centigrade, is then filled
automatically, followed by a shot of
solid carbon dioxide. This forms a skin
on the surface of the jelly so that when
the custard is added the two don't mix.
The sponge is then placed in the pot
by hand to ensure that it goes in flat,
followed by the custard, which is
produced freshly each morning before
production. To top off the trifle 40 per
cent whipped cream is dispensed
through eight nozzles to produce a
rosette effect.
The lids are placed automatically and
the pots then go through a metal
detector, to cover the remote possibility
that, for example, something has fallen
off the machine. In this event a bell
rings, a warning light flashes and a jet of
compressed air blows the offending pot,
and to be on the safe side the one after it
as well, off the line.
The pots are then hand coded on the
lids and packed into trays of two dozen.
The completed trifles then go into a cold
store and are made up onto pallets ready
to go to the various regions. They are
sent to Unigate depots from where daily
deliveries to Sainsbury stores, are made.
One of the most impressive features of
the dairy is the very strict standards of
hygiene that have to be observed. Firstly
the atmosphere is very clean as air to
continued on page 14 >

The freshly produced custard is dispensed automatically and.

. whipped cream tops off the trifle.

The pots can be seen coming off the line to be hand coded.
> continuedfrom page 13
operate the machinery is brought in by a
large inlet fan through two banks of
filters. As a result the department is
under a slight positive pressure and so
there is a need for airlock doors into the
department.
There are hand washing points at

every entrance, and the need for clean
hands is heavily emphasised, especially
as some ingredients, for example the
sponges, have to be handled. All the
women have a set of overalls that are
worn only in that department, and both
the men and women must keep their hair
completely covered at all times. No
loose jewellery is allowed to be worn,

with the exception of wedding rings and
sleeper type earings, and either
Wellingtons or safety shoes are
compulsory.
Cleanliness applies as much to the
machinery as it does to employees. All
the machinery is sterilised, each morning
before production begins, and cleaned
down again at the end of the day.
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The delicious completed fresh cream trifles with raspberries as they appear on JS shelves.
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Hunting for a hobby
I T S NOT ONLY THE RICH and
landed gentry who own impressive
hunter weight horses if Elaine Swan is
anyone to go by. Energetic and
hardworking Elaine looks after her
horse Harvest Gold with no assistance,
financial or otherwise.
Elaine has been a telephonist typist at
Hoddesdon depot for a year (she
represented the depot at this year's Miss
JS final) and has owned Harvest Gold—
affectionately known as Huggy Bear!—
for about the same length of time. She
has had to learn to drive too to reach
Tanfield Stud Farm where he is stabled
in time to spend about two and a half
hours with him each night after work.

Home
to Huggy
Home for 19-year-old Elaine is with
her parents some three miles away and
that is often where she is heading to
change into her riding attire when she is
seen hurtling from the depot car park
'like a maniac' to spend as much time
with Huggy as possible.
Her first pony was bought when
Elaine was 9 years old although her
interest was firmly established years
before. Outgrowing ponies is a sad fact
of life but Elaine and Huggy make a
good team when they join the Enfield
Chase Hunt. Huggy was an experienced
hunter when she bought him and Elaine
has carried on the practice. On winter
weekdays throughout the hunt season he
must be exercised thoroughly because he
is stabled and needs to be prepared for
the weekend's exertions. 'Some weeks'
Elaine says 'he is out hunting twice as a
friend sometimes uses him for whippingin on Tuesdays.'
An evening at the stables is taken up

Come rain or shine, night or day, Elaine exercises Huggy Bear thoroughly before she
returns to the stable-yard.
with mucking out, supplying fresh
water, grooming, exercise and feeding.
He must have at least a half and hour in
the manege at the stables (the schooling
area that can be floodlit in the dark
evenings) but it doesn't take long to go
on a more interesting ride during
daylight hours to the local woods.
Saddlery too must be kept clean and
supple.
Shoeing alone for Huggy costs £9
every six weeks. Stabling, feeding and
bedding are all expensive and her car is
another necessary evil in her budget but
in the spring Elaine can at least cut
down on Huggy's main feeds and step
up the hay before he goes out in a field
full time for the summer. She then gives
him — and herself! — a good holiday

and, as the farm keeps a careful watch
over all the animals, she only goes to
ride him a couple of times each week.
There are many horses and ponies
kept at Tanfield and this reflects
the ever popular interest in 'horsey'
activities in the area. Despite all the hard
work that must be devoted to the care of
your own horse it encourages Elaine to
know that the farm is expanding, and
that children and adults alike still find
the world of one-horse-power enticing
even in these days of advanced
technology. Be warned though of the
responsibilities of horse ownership:
when people ask Elaine what her other
pastimes are she answers quite truthfully
that she hasn't enough time for any
other hobbies!

A high degree of learning

Out for
a duck!
ANTI-DUCK LAWS had to be
explained to customers Chris and Helen
Covill when they tried to take their pet
on a shopping trip to Ilford central
branch.
They thought the rule to bar all
animals was quackers because their pet
duck Jessie was sitting so demurely in
the trolley. 'We argued that though
there was a sign prohibiting dogs there
was no reference to ducks. We treat
Jessie as one of the family' they protested.

A PERSONAL AMBITION has been
achieved by Laurie Diggle, wages and
management accountant at Basingstoke
depot. Laurie's long years of study—and
a lot of support and patience from his
wife and family!—have culminated in an
Open University BA degree.
'It's been hard work' Laurie admits
'and as the children have grown up and
have demanded more attention sometimes it has been difficult to fit the
necessary ten to 15 hours study in each
week.'
Laurie began his JS career 13 years
ago at Basingstoke depot as a clerk in
the production planning department. He
worked at Blackfriars too before
returning to the depot and later became
production controller.
When Laurie began his Open
University course he found that his
maths choice had some shocks in store
for him. The modern maths did not suit
him so he sat out one year before
changing his options to take a more
practical and varied choice which
included computer technology and
statistics.

my five years after changing options I
spent three weeks at Reading, Norwich
and Bath Universities and they were all
very
interesting
and
enjoyable
experiences. There was a marvellous
atmosphere and they were important
parts of my study.'
Despite all the hard work necessary
Laurie thoroughly recommends Open
University providing you are as happy
to study as he has been. He is content
that he has achieved his own target and
is looking forward to attending the
ceremony to receive his certificate at
Southampton next month.

Lonesome TV
'When you begin your course you are
pampered with weekly tutorials' Laurie
remembers. 'In the following years you
are left to tackle your television lessons
on your own but are able to attend
summer school at University. During

Thank you letters
Sainsbury's staff were firm. 'No
livestock may enter stores—except guide
dogs of course—and as it is a question
of hygiene we just cannot make
exceptions. People do try to take pets in
JS stores from time to time, and it is
partly to test our reaction, but our
official policy is clear' Len Dean,
manager of the customer relations
department, confirmed.
Jessie didn't voice her own defence
but JS staff at Ilford thought she looked
a pretty bright bird! While the
discussion was going on between her
owners and branch staff she followed the
conversation, looking backwards and
forwards at their faces as they spoke.
Her owners did admit that Jessie is great
pals with their dog (and tends to think,
of herself as a dog) so maybe the notice
prohibiting animals of the canine variety
was nearer the mark than they thought.
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RA Y SIMS,
manager at Lordshill
branch, was unfortunately taken ill a few
months ago, and since then his wife Erica
has been overwhelmed by the number of
people throughout the company who have
been in touch with her, wishing Ray a
speedy recovery.
Through the Journal Erica says thank
you to everyone who has shown such
concern over Ray's health.
i wish to convey my husband's very
grateful thanks to everyone who so
kindly sent him get well wishes, flowers,
fruit and other gifts, both to our home
and to the branch. He said he didn't
know he had so many friends!
His progress will be slow, but he
hopes in the not too distant future to be
meeting you all again to thank you
personally.
May I add my personal message for
all the offers of help and comfort our
children and I received from a lot of
very kind people who, when we were
feeling so helpless, told us to cheer up
and keep going. Thank you everyone.'
A HAPPY ENDING to the story in our

December 1979 issue, about young John
Davey. John is a spastic and the SSA in
the Norwich area heard that his parents
needed money to help make John's life a
little pleasanter. Ken Mann,
SSA
secretary at St Stephens, Norwich
branch, and his colleagues presented John
with a cheque for £628 in October.
Since that time they have raised
£155.35 with a sponsored walk and a
bring and buy sale, and a further £200
was donated by the staff at Kingston,
bringing the grand total to £1,033.35.
The money has been put to good use as
this letter from John's parents shows.
'We would like to use up a small space in
your Journal just to thank everyone
concerned with the fund raising for an
extension for our son John.
The building of the extension is now
underway, as we have obtained some
financial backing from the council.
The money you have given John will
be a great help in buying the special
equipment needed to furnish it.
Once again thank you all very much
and a special sincere thank you to Ken
Mann for making this all possible.'

Veterans double bill
A WELCOME RETURN was made
this year to the favourite haunt of the JS
veterans group, the Royal Lancaster
Hotel, for their 32nd annual reunion.
This year though for the first time the
event was held over two days, April 21
and 28, due to the impossibility of
finding a venue large enough to contain
the 730 veterans who attended on each
date. But the general consensus of
opinion was that they would rather be
spread over two days than go to last
year's venue. Said veteran Holland
Merton: 'I always look forward to the
reunions here—you're well looked after
by smart and helpful staff and it makes a
lot of difference!'
Many old friends and acquaintances
met and re-met amidst the happy
confusion of the foyer as folk arrived
and sipped a welcome cup of tea.
Amongst the guests on the 28th were
George and Amy Derrick, who as well
as attending their 13th reunion,

also celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary.
When all the hellos had been said
everyone settled down to a filling high
tea of chicken and ham with a mixed
seasonal and potato salad followed by a
dessert.
Welcoming speeches were also made
by chairman of the veterans group,
Harold Dyer, and Jim Clay in his first
year as chairman of the visiting panel
who commented on the constant need
for more visitors.
During the course of tea the
chairman, Sir John Sainsbury, and his
wife arrived and had a stroll around the
tables chatting to the contented
veterans, before addressing the party.
Opening his speech the chairman said
how much he and his wife enjoyed
attending these functions and thanked
everyone for their congratulations on his
knighthood. He said: '1 think that all of
you, and all the others who worked in

the company over the last 25 years, can
all take pride in that this award was
conferred on me. That it was conferred
on the chairman of Sainsbury's is an
honour that all of you can share.'
During the course of another of their
official duties, making the draw for the
lucky raffle, at the first half of the
reunion a minor disaster befell Lady
Sainsbury. When she began to spin the
drum the lid flew off and the tickets flew
everywhere!
Also in attendance was JS archivist
Harriet Geddes with a display on the
history of margarine and a showcase
with a selection of items from the
archives to 'provoke some nostalgic
interest from the veterans'—in which she
was very successful.
After
exhausting but
enjoyable
afternoons all the veterans prepared to
wend their way home. Commented
Charles Towner: 'It was a very good
do—I enjoy coming so much!'

Left: Meeting old friends and settling down before tea. Right: The chairman chats to JS's oldest veteran, 97-year-old Emily Bailey.

Left: A lucky draw winner gets his prize. Right: Veteran William Birch recalls some of his Sainsbury memories for Harriet Geddes
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Fun and games
World beaters?
ALMOST £2,500 was recently raised for
charity by Ian Meldrum, a driver at
Orpington branch, with eleven friends in
a sponsored darts marathon.
The 12 strong team from Orpington
Village Hall Social Club took part in,
and won, the Kent County Challenge
Cup, held in St Mary Cray, scoring a
fantastic 1,078,738 points. The proceeds
of the marathon were presented to the
Geoffrey Hazel Fund to provide cruises

and holidays for chronically sick and
handicapped children.
In fact the score was so good that
Whitbread Breweries have issued the
team with a challenge—£5,000 to charity
if they can beat the world record, a score
of 1,000,001 with 41,214 darts in one
session. The record breaking attempt is
being staged around Christmas. Said Ian
'If they're prepared to put up £5,000
we'll take it from them, no sweat!'

Ian Meldrum with his Kent County Challenge Cup winners' medal and trophy.

Depot double

A SPECIAL ACCOLADE has been paid to the very successful Charlton football
team by SSA central office in the form of a commemorative cup. The team, which
has now disbanded, won the JS Sunday league for the last six years and completed
their final season by taking home the knock-out cup as well.
Said team manager Jimmy Godfrey: 'They're a great bunch of lads—they never let
me down!' Pictured here with some of their trophies are (front row left to right) Garry
White, Chris Walker, Jimmy Godfrey, Dave King, (back row lejt to right) Barry
Whale (SSA chairman at Charlton), Dave Carter and George Pike (SSA secretary).
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Pushing
the bed
to the
limit
WEEKS OF PREPARATION were put
in by Cheltenham branch before a
charity race on March 30.
One of the team members told the
Journal, 'with the help of the local
hospital, who supplied us with the most
important item—the bed!—we were at
last ready for the Grand Bed Race.'
Costumes were made by the team
members, Carol Bowen-Jones, Lyn
Cadmore, Marie Collins, Sue Coombes,
Lynne Fleming, Sandra Haines, Sue
Nicholson, Lesley Ward and Pat Hirst.
Sunday morning dawned bright and
sunny so their apprehension about the
weather vanished and they set forth in
high spirits. The team arrived in
Gloucester to find themselves one out of
49 competitors—more
than
they
expected and therefore an even bigger
challenge.
The race was over a ten mile course,
five laps, and the ground was uneven
so before long the bed was deteriorating
and making it harder to push.
Team members said 'We started very
fresh and raring to go but by the end we
were all staggering with aches and pains
and two of us sustained minor injuries.'
Nevertheless to their surprise they
finished the course in two hours and
twenty-three minutes and as a further
unexpected pleasure they won third
prize in the fancy dress. But their main
objective was to raise money for
Spinabifida and Hydrocephalus, and the
Anthony Nolan appeal for which they
are delighted to have achieved over
£100.

Sainsbury's Centurions with their trusty
bed 'Ben Hur'.

Lucky
THESSA DARTS finals were held at
Basingstoke clubhouse on April 13. The
event was a great success , entered into
with the usual gusto by all who attended.
Pictured right are the winners of the
Arcady Team Trophy from Basingstoke
(left to right) Eddie McArthur, Trevor
Owen, Roy Robinson, Tony Skeats and
Mike Hardman.

Left: Ladies' pairs winners Joyce Daldry (left) and Gloria Belton. Right: Winner of the ladies' singles competition from Chichester
Betty Hathaway.

Left: Men's singles winner Alan Crosthwaite from Seaford. Right: Winning men's pair team Peter Daldry and Rex Finch.
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People page
Appointments
C Etheridge
has
now
assumed
responsibility
for
C Summerton's
district. Mr Summerton is taking on the
branches in A Trevethan's district while
Mr Trevethan assumes responsibility for
O Keen's district.
A Dring, formerly technical services
engineer—branch engineering, has been
appointed
assistant
manager
(administration)—branch engineering.
J
Geary,
formerly
junior
horticulturist—research and scientific
services division, has been appointed
produce
development
specialist—
produce technical and development
department.
T Brown, formerly manager of
Lewisham, has been appointed manager
of Hastings branch.
D Reynolds, formerly manager of
Woolwich branch, has been appointed
manager of Lewisham.
J Lavin, formerly manager of
Orpington, has been appointed manager
of Woolwich.
J Pierce, formerly manager of
Bromley branch, has been appointed
manager of Orpington.
M Bishop, formerly manager of
Balham, has been appointed manager of
Bromley branch.
G Becker, formerly deputy manager
at Dartford branch, has been appointed
manager of Balham.
B Neville, formerly manager of
Letchworth branch, has been appointed
manager of Hitchin.
H Collins, formerly manager of
Muswell Hill branch, has been appointed manager of Letchworth.
I Tweed, formerly deputy manager,
has been appointed manager of Muswell
Hill branch.
D Becker, formerly manager of
Debden, has been appointed manager of
Brentwood branch.
L Bird, formerly deputy manager of
Basildon, has been appointed manager
of Debden.

Long service
Jean Cherrett, part-time supermarket assistant at Winchester, has completed 25
years service with JS.
She joined the company at 67 Sutton
and transferred to Winchester in 1950.
Doug Ginn, meat manager at Fulham,
has completed 25 years with JS.
His employment commenced at New
Maiden and he worked at many
branches before moving to Fulham
six years ago.
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Joan Haris, supermarket assistant at
Oxford, has completed 25 years with JS.
She has always worked in JS's Oxford
stores, initially as a sales assistant in the
old shop.
Chas Keating, a driver at Basingstoke,
has completed 25 years with JS.
He worked in the warehouse for a
time before joining the transport
department.
" Lil Kienlen, a cashier at Tottenham,
has completed 25 years service with JS.
She worked in the manual store until
the present supermarket opened in
Tottenham in 1968.
Mac
Mcllvenna,
a
driver
at
Buntingford, has completed 25 years
withJS.
He worked at Stamford House for 15
months and has been a driver since
transferring to Buntingford depot when
it opened.
Tony Murley, meat manager at
Kempston, has completed 25 years with
JS.
He joined the company at Southbourne and became meat manager at
West Bromwich in 1971. Tony went to
Redditch on its opening, moved to
Wolverhampton, and then to Kempston
on its opening in 1975.
Alf Powell, supervisor in the perishable warehouse at Basingstoke, this
month celebrates 25 years with JS.
He worked in 'the kitchens' as retail
butchery chargehand and transferred to
Basingstoke depot in 1964.
George Scantlebury, warehouseman at
Basingstoke depot, celebrates 25 years
with JS.
Gordon Tickner, bacon foreman at
Basingstoke, celebrates 25 years with JS.
He transferred to Basingstoke depot
in 1963, became a kiln technician in
1964 and was promoted subsequently to
supervisor and bacon foreman.

Retirements
Willie Smith, grocery manager at
Eastbourne branch, retired on April 11
after 46 years with the company.
Willie joined JS in 1934 in the old
manual shop and remained there until
he joined the Royal Artillery in 1940. Six
years later he rejoined the firm, and later
carried out relief work at coastal
branches. Willie concluded his career as
grocery manager at 824 Eastbourne
branch.
Ken Newton, assistant provisions
manager at Wood Green, retired on
April 11 after 42 years at JS.
Ken joined JS in April 1938 and was
called up from Watney Street in 1939 to
join the RAMC. When he returned to
the company he worked in most service
shops in the East End of London

including Hackney, Chingford and
Woodford. He also spent some time at
Drury Lane, Blackfriars, Charlton and
Camden Town, and all the North
London service shops from Hoxton to
Barnet carrying out management relief
at most of them.
His last service shop was Wood Green
and Ken then moved on to self-service at
various stores including Edmonton,
Tottenham and Wood Green.
Dennis Lambert, deputy manager of
the customer relations department at
Blackfriars, retired on April 11 after 33
years at JS.
Dennis began his career at Victoria
branch and was appointed assistant
manager in 1955. He then transferred to
Chelsea and during that time was relief
manager at various branches including
Battersea, Chelsea and Barkingside,
before being appointed manager of
Lordship
Lane. After
his next
management post at Leytonstone and
the closure of that store, Dennis moved
to the customer relations department at
head office.
Rose Berwick, a butcher at Swiss
Cottage, concluded her career on April
5, after 26 years with the company.
Rose joined JS at Kingsbury branch
in 1954 where she served as a
saleswoman for many years until its
closure. She then transferred
to
Colindale and retrained as a butcher.
Her next post was at Golders Green
manual shop and when that closed Rose
moved to Swiss Cottage supermarket.
Trudy Jones, checkout manager at
Langney branch, retired on April 11.
Trudy began her career at Sainsbury's
in 1936 in the grocery department at
44/46 Lewisham where she stayed until
she joined the WAAFs in 1941. She
rejoined JS in 1957 at West Wickham
manual shop and was regraded to chief
cashier when that store became a
supermarket. Trudy moved to Eastbourne in 1972 to work at Churchill
Square until Langney opened during the
next year.
Marg Marris, a cleaner in the meat
department at St Stephens branch
Norwich, retired on April 26 after 23
years at JS.
Marg was taken on in September 1957
'at 2/6 an hour—that was 6d more than
the going rate' at the store in The Walk
at Norwich. That branch closed and
Marg transferred to St Stephens which
opened
on
her
silver
wedding
anniversary in 1965.
Priscilla 'Wis' Wisbey, a part-time
skilled supermarket assistant at Waltonon-Thames branch, has retired after
more than 20 years with the company.
Wis started at JS as a part-time saleswoman at Walton service shop and
transferred to the supermarket in 1970
when it opened. She has worked part

time in the produce department since
then.
George Bailey, senior store service
assistant at Eastbourne branch, retired
on April 26 after 20 years at JS.
George started at JS at 10 Eastbourne
and, when that store closed, transferred
to 31 Eastbourne. He has also carried
out relief work at Seaford branch.
Catherine (Rene) Harman, supermarket assistant at Sutton branch,
retired after 19 years on April 12.
Rene joined the company at 218 High
Street Sutton in 1961 and transferred to
9 Church Street Sutton on its opening
some eight years later.
Daphne Finch, a part-time supermarket assistant at Stevenage branch
retired on April 11 after 14 years with
the company.

Daphne joined Stevenage branch as a
checkout operator and moved to the
non-foods department in the new
Stevenage store on its opening in 1969.
Sophia 'Dolly' DeCourcy, a part-time
supermarket assistant at Stevenage
branch, retired on May 2 after 13 years
service.
'Dolly' joined the evening staff at
Stevenage in 1966 and the day staff
when the new branch opened.
Jock Craigie, a painter at Buntingford
depot, retired on April 11 after 13 years
with the company.
Eileen
'Nell'
Avis,
cook
at
Buntingford depot, retired on April 19
after 12 years at JS.
Nell joined the depot as a canteen
assistant and spent the last five years as
cook.

The following member of staff has also
retired. Length of service is shown in
brackets.
Mrs D Varley (2 years).

Obituary
Jean Sanford, a display assistant at
Kings Lynn branch, died on April 8—
some four months after it was found she
was suffering from cancer.
Jean began working for JS in 1972
when the Kings Lynn branch first
opened. She leaves a husband and
grown up family.

Trading trials for maximum service
EXTRA 'LATE NIGHT' trading is one
way of extending JS's service to
customers and meeting the demands of
today's stiff high street competition.
Experiments are now in progress to
ascertain whether additional trading
hours will be a viable proposition for JS,
particularly as Monday openings have
proved
undeniably
popular
and
worthwhile. Five stores have been
selected to run trials of one or two extra
evenings per week.
Some branches are experimenting
with Wednesday evening trading and
some with Tuesday and Wednesday to
test the demand and customer reaction.
Late night trading hours are designed to

be voluntary as far as full time
supermarket
assistant
staff
are
concerned and are supplemented by
extra part-timers.
Overnight filling is also being explored
by one large branch in each JS trading
area. Dennis Males, departmental
director of branch operations, explains
'a night shift can ensure maximum
recovery in a busy store without interruption to our customers during the
day. The objective is a 90 per cent level
of fill ready to start trading the next
morning. It is too early to tell at present
whether the system should be introduced
into more of our busiest stores, but soon
we hope to have conclusive evidence.'

Filling the
night away
COLDHAMS LANE are proud of their
overnight filling shift. Team leader Jack
Godiington told the Journal T am really
proud of the way everyone has adapted
to the night work. Absenteeism is
usually about three times higher at night
but at this branch not one person was
off for months when we first began. We
still have a better record than day staff!'

Some of the Coldhams Lane team, with Jack Godiington, before another night sh,
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Getting fit for retirement
RETIRING EARLY due to ill health
has gentled Bill Allwright into his new
life.
Bill, provisions warehouseman at
Kingsland Road branch, completed
more than 40 years at JS and although
he admits that his plans for retirement
have been put out of gear by illness his

principal target is to get himself fit again.
At the age of 14 Bill left school and
began his working life in a local furniture business in Stoke Newington. He
worked there for seven years but when
his mother saw a Sainsbury's advertisement in a local paper he applied for a
job as a porter. After six months at

Bill and Rose in quiet retirement in their 122 year old cottage home.
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Lordship Lane, on Christmas morning
1936, Bill was called up to join the Royal
Berkshire Regiment (later to become the
Royal Armoured Corps).
His Army career took Bill to India for
over three years during which time he
received the news that his first son had
been born. 'We were right out in the
wilds when I received the telegram' Bill
remembers. 'I longed for home but was
lucky really because I worked at our
base all the time.'
He returned to JS at Lordship Lane
before going on a poultry course at
13/15 Blackfriars. He became leading
porter and two increases amounted to
the princely sum of £2.50 each week to
support his wife, Rose, and two
children.
'I spent 12 lovely years at Blackfriars'
he recalls. 'We were kept on our toes all
the time because we were visited so often
by members of the Sainsbury family and
other leading company personnel. If
anything wasn't right you certainly
knew about it!
'You had a particular job to do but
we also mucked in and pulled together. I
was spoilt there though because I was
the "baby" of the store.'
Bill worked in the poultry department
for more than three years and remembers walking all the way home to
Tottenham during the Christmas rush
period after working till midnight. He
enjoyed working in that department and
wished that poultry preparation had not
ceased—but back to the warehouse he
went.
Islington was his next shop and then
the larger self-service branch in Chapel
Street. 'For six years I was at the old
Kingsland Road shop, where to move
lorries in and out for deliveries you literally had to hold up all the traffic.
Then the new branch opened and my
final position was provisions warehouseman at Kingsland Road.'
Bill remembers vividly his early duties
at Lordship Lane and how his mother
used to see him precariously cleaning
windows several floors up and, being
frightened for his safety, not dare to
distract him in order to say hello. Brass
lamps had to be cleaned and brass rails
burnished before sides of bacon were
hung on them. Floors were cleaned and
then resawdusted and one weekly task
was to polish all the brass weights.
He looks back with affection to the
various managers and staff he got to
know over the years and is thankful that
his illness did not interrupt his working
life until he was just a few months from
retirement.
He now has a holiday to look forward
to and many interests to absorb him,
including a close family of five children
and one grandchild. Rose and Bill share
a strong interest in country and western
music and one of their happiest memories is of a visit to the country and
western festival at Wembley a couple of
years back. Bill intends to spend quite a
large proportion of his future listening
to his record and tape collection in a
tuneful and relaxing retirement.

Sporting life
'I'VE ENJOYED EVERY minute of it
so far,' said recently retired Fred
Coombs, former post room messenger
familiar to everyone at Blackfriars. 'It's
all I've wanted since I was 14!'
Fred joined the bakery department on
the third floor of the factory, now
Rennie House, in May 1937. 'I think I
used to get 25 shillings for a 48 hour
week,' recalls Fred. 'In those days you
had to start at 7.00 am sharp, and if you
were two minutes late, you lost a quarter
— the doors were shut until 10.00 am!'
But in November 1938 Fred had an
accident in one of the lifts in the factory
which resulted in the amputation of his
right foot. 'I was off work until May
1939,' he said. 'I was very shy in those
days but I was determined that people
weren't going to feel sorry for me. When
I got my artificial foot fitted I used to
walk along looking at my reflection in
shop windows until I could walk
perfectly.' As a result even some of the
people Fred worked with for years were
not aware of his disability.
Looking back over the last 40 years
however Fred feels that perhaps his
attitude was wrong. 'I was determined to
cope. I concealed it from my own mind
and didn't let it affect me but if I'd made
it known earlier I might have been able
to help someone else. It's a terrible
thing to happen to a young person and
someone might have been able to benefit
from my experience.'
Because of his disability Fred
naturally could not go to war and he
remained at Blackfriars where he met
and married his wife Henrietta.
The war years were unsettled. Fred
remembers that he never knew what to
expect on arriving at work each morning
but that JS standards were maintained
throughout. 'One particular Saturday,'
he said, 'a land mine fell in Southwark
Street by the railway bridge and the
factory suffered quite a lot of damage.

We even found a piece of railway line on
the third floor! But we could never start
any work until the whole place had been
cleared out.'
Near the end of the war Fred resumed
his active sporting career. One Sunday
the Blackfriars Home Guard were
playing cricket against the Lambeth
Civil Defence team at Dulwich. On
arriving at the ground Fred was greeted
with the news that the team were one
short and would he like to play. 'I'd
never tried cricket since my accident,'
said Fred, 'and I didn't have any proper
gear. But I agreed to have a go, went in
last, and as luck would have it I scored
about 20 runs and won us the game!'
Fred's move back into the game also
literally set Sainsbury's sport alight —
for during the course of this match he
slipped over and a box of matches in his
pocket ignited!

Fred's
fiery debut
From then on Fred's involvement
with the Griffin Athletic Club went from
strength to strength. He played in the
first cricket team for a number of years,
including being the captain one year,
then went on to umpire many games.
One match in particular however
stands out in Fred's mind as being a
game to remember, played against
Hurlingham Oddfellows. He was quite a
well known legbreak bowler and the
captain asked him to bowl a couple of
overs before lunch. During his second
over Fred moved round the mid-off,
creating a tempting space which he
would be able to cover. The batsman
naturally aimed his shot for the gap and
as Fred ran for the ball looks of
amazement spread over the other
players faces for . . . 'my foot snapped

right off! I didn't laugh at the time
though — I missed the rest of the game!'
But cricket was not the only game
that Fred played. On one occasion he
even managed to play football, but darts
was another sport in which he excelled.
Over the years he has won every SSA
and factory competition. At home he
has over 30 trophies for cricket, darts
and bowls. The list of his victories is far
too long to print in full but includes the
Gurr cup, the Arcady trophy, winning
the depot darts league shield 12 years
out of 13 and many other internal
competitions.
During the course of the last 10 years
though Fred's active involvement in
sport has declined, partly becouse of
Henrietta's deteriorating health. She has
osteo-arthritis and has for the last nine
years been confined to a wheel-chair.
But despite their misfortunes the couple
have a very cheerful outlook on life and
are obviously very happy.
After 35 years in the bakery,
Sainsbury's decided to close down the
factory and Fred was seconded to
Telfers training their staff to JS
standards. But when in 1975 Telfers
decided to move to Northampton the
Coombs made the decision to stay and
Fred spent his last five years in the post
rooms at both Rennie and Stamford
House. 'At first,' said Fred, 'I was asked
if I would mind helping out for just a
few days!'
After his hectic 43 years with JS Fred
is now really looking forward to sitting
back for a while. 'I've had a great time,'
he said, 'I've enjoyed it all and I've got
some happy memories to look back on.
I'm going to play life by ear now,
just enjoy the daily dosage of sunshine.
I've got no plans and no worries. I brew
my own beer and wine which keeps me
occupied. I can't imagine life without
sport though — it might just be on the
TV but my life revolves around it!'

Fred and Henrietta relax on their sunny balcony.
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Archives

Running Horses Yard
THE OLD PHOTOGRAPH (above)
shows Running Horses Yard in 1923,
with the spire of Christchurch in the
background. Obviously its days of
splendour had passed, for from the
1750's it had been a famous coaching
inn. A trade directory of 1861 tells that a
Joseph M'Quinn Denyer was publican
of The Running Horses Inn at 41^
Blackfriars Road.
But the site was just what JS needed
for their own stables, and so the old
buildings were pulled down and
corrugated iron sheds were put up to
house the JS horse delivery vans.
Horses gave way to motorised
transport, and in October 1850 a brand
new returns depot was opened in the
yard. All the spick and span black and
tan delivery vans (pictured right) were
on show on the first day.
Sadly, now weeds are growing and
non-company vehicles are parked in the
once busy yard. For when the factory
and warehouse at Blackfriars closed
down, the function of the yard ceased.
So, from trotting steeds to speedy
trucks, to . . . ?

If any one has any
reminiscences about
Running Horses Yard,
Harriet Geddes, on 921
6528, would love to
hear them.
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ohn tells UK Irmers how to grow

LAST YEAR the chairman accepted an invitation
from Agriculture Minister Peter Walker to join a team
of five advisors to investigate the problems of
marketing UK agricultural and horticultural
products. In this role he recently spoke on the need
for positive marketing in British agriculture at
Hertford College, Oxford, as guest speaker at the
Plunkett Foundation's fifth co-operative seminar.
Having completed six months as an
advisor the chairman commented on his
role and Peter Walker's setting of a
priority on the need to improve British
; marketing in order to make the UK
; better able to resist the efforts that are,
or are very likely to be made by other
EEC countries to take a larger share of
this market.
He said: 'Obviously the marketing
advisors are not there to produce magic
formulas or easy answers that will
transform the marketing picture, but
certainly the problems of agricultural
marketing are more easily assisted by
harnessing the ideas of individuals than
by the plan of the previous government
of creating a large committee. So far it
has been noticeable how despite our
different backgrounds our advice has
been similar and whether or not he has
always agreed, Peter Walker has been a
j good listener."
The chairman spoke more on the
British situation: 'From the national
point of view I am wholly committed to
the importance of improving the

which I believe makes us more
vulnerable to foreign competition today
than at any time since the war. This is
ironic as it is despite British agriculture's
most impressive record of improving
productivity, double that achieved by
the rest of the economy, and its record
of making use of new scientific and
technological developments.
'In the next decade those European
countries without oil resources will do
all they can to offset that disadvantage
by what has already been called the
'green oil response' - food is, after all, a
need even more basic than energy. To
encourage this there is support being

given to producers in some countries
that is not available to either the
producer or the processor in Britain. I
refer to special low interest loans and
other forms of subsidy which are very
often hidden.
'Whilst we progressed so significantly
in improving husbandry and agricultural
production, we did little to inject greater
understanding of the consumer and
greater marketing knowhow in key
sectors of food, agriculture and
horticulture.
'Over the years overseas suppliers
who depended on selling food to this
market have related closely to the
changing needs of the housewife and
have developed an effective control over
the quality and grading of their
products.*
The chairman, without going into the
marketing
details
of
specific
commodities, then made three general
points which he felt to have application
to agricultural marketing generally.
'Firstly there is a need for incentive—
why should the producer take the
trouble to grow for quality, that extra
trouble, that extra risk, and that extra
skill if an attractive profit can still be
made by simply producing for quantity?
'Secondly, the need for flexibility and
speed of response. It is necessary for the
retailer to be constantly striving to
respond to the customers changing
needs and tastes, then so must those
who supply the retailer. There is no
argument for slow moving bureaucratic
institutions nor does it put much
advantage on the economies of scale.
What it does show is the premium for

International delegates from the CEIS conference enjoy a guided tour ofJS's computer
room at Blackfriars.

study their individual methods of
operation. For example, last year's
meeting in Paris was devoted to the
point of sale.
JS was proud to be suggested as host
on this occasion and have the
opportunity to explain to such
important visitors various aspects of
company operations both in theory and
during visits to Broadfield branch,
Hempstead
SavaCentre
and
the
computer centre at Blackfriars.
To begin the two-day conference an
overall view of the company was given
by Peter Smith who explained to the
delegates — and their interpreters —
JS's origins, methods of trading and the
scope of DP operations.
Later, Dick Brown, technical services
and operations manager, took up the
subject of branch ordering systems; Ron
Bellingham and Roger Darby spoke
about data base; Dave Anderson and
Stewart Senior explained the concept of
disco (the new depot mini-base stock
control system); and Steve Burgess
spoke about the direct accounting
system to conclude a successful exercise
forJS.

marketability of our domestic food
supplies. Not only must we resist any
greater penetration of this market from
other members of the community, but
continue the post war trend which has
seen home production rise from 60 per
cent of our food requirements that we
can produce today's figure of 70 per cent.
'But it must be said that this will not
be easy and agriculture and the food
industry will have to work hard if we are
going to avoid the 70 per cent declining
rather than increasing.
'It is not enough to support the
general intention of obtaining more
food from our own resources in today's
world. It is necessary to have the
competitive strength in terms of quality,
the ability to fulfil the changing needs of
the market as well as adequate supplies
if we are to increase the proportion of
food consumed in this country that is
home produced.
'Whilst in this country the marketing
of agricultural products has been
relatively neglected, the opposite is true
of our overseas suppliers. It is that

I

Computer
conference
JS HOSTED an important international
event at the end of March. Major
supermarkets of the world were
represented at the 23rd Plenary meeting of the Comite International des
Enterprises
a
Succursales
(the
International Association of Chain
Stores) in London.
Lord Alan Sainsbury is a past
chairman of the CIES, is still a member
of the board, and JS became .associated
with the data processing section five
years ago. Company systems manager,
John Blake, and manager of data
processing, Peter Smith, are members of
the EDP committee.
Meetings are held twice each year and
programmes are arranged to include
visits to host companies in order to
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intelligence, anticipation, innovation,
the virtues that are so often found a
successful small business rather than
slow moving large ones.
'Organisations concerned with the
marketing
of
agricultural
and
horticultural products must be so
established that they must be able to
create an innovative environment
capable of a willing response to the
needs of the customer.
'The third point can best be covered
by the word discipline, a characteristic
in marketing that is often the strength of
the exporter to this market. It is
obviously easier for any producer to
accept strict controls over grading and
specifications when exporting to a
foreign market rather than supplying a
home market.
'Acceptance of strict disciplines can be
a painful process to the producer in the
short term, but in the long term the
producer gains a greater hold on the
market and a greater return for himself
compared with the producers of
competing countries. For it is a simple
marketing maxim that the closer the
needs of the customer are matched the
greater the hold on the market the
supplier enjoys.
'It is, I regret, all too often that the
response in some agricultural quarters to
the call for improved marketing is to
spend large sums of money on
advertising. But generic advertising is no
substitute for getting the product more
suitable for the market—that must be
the basis for good marketing.'
The
chairman
concluded
by
commenting on the value of co-

operative endeavour: 'It does not need
me to tell an audience as well qualified
as this that well managed co-operatives
are ideally placed to carry out a
marketing role such as I have described
with the characteristics that I have
identified as vital to good marketing.
'There is no shortage of examples of
first-class marketing by co-operative
organisations; some here and many on
the Continent who do instill disciplines
amongst their members, who do move
fast to respond to their customers' needs
and, especially on the Continent, do
work on greater penalties as well as
greater rewards as part of the system of
winning the largest possible share of the
market.
"To end as I began—what we are
about is for the nation's good, a larger,
stronger agriculture and food industry
gaining a greater share of the British
market by its excellence, in every
respect,
over
its
Continental
competitors.'
The Plunkett Foundation for Cooperative studies was established as an
independent charitable trust in 1919 by
Sir Horace Curzon Plunkett, the Irish
pioneer of agricultural co-operation.
For over 60 years the foundation has
promoted the study and development
of this concept throughout the world,
and since its inception has had an
active programme for
UK cooperatives and possesses close links
with the Federation of Agricultural
Co-operatives (UK) Limited.

DP operations standards and training co-ordinator Doug Scott (thirdfrom right)
discusses the Blackfriars end of the depot terminal system.
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